Why White Women Shouldn't Date Black Men

He's much more likely to abuse you
White women who marry black men multiply their chances of being killed by their spouses by 12.4 — a 1140% increase. The risk of nonfatal abuse and girlfriend abuse is also much higher with black men than white men, and blacks are twice as likely as whites to abuse their children.

He's much more likely to have STDs
- 1 in 16 black men has HIV. Compared to straight white men, straight black men are 15 times more likely to be diagnosed with HIV, and more likely to go undiagnosed as well. That's why over 50% of HIV/AIDS cases among white women result from having sex with black men.
- Black men are 8 times more likely than white men to have syphilis, 12 times more likely to have chlamydia, and 26 times more likely to have gonorrhea. Up to 78% have herpes.

Your kids probably wouldn't be smart
The average white IQ in America is 100, but the average black IQ is 85. Of course, you could date one of the few smart black men. However, regression to the mean is a law of biology: if a parent has an extreme trait, the children tend to be closer to average. Since 88% of blacks have IQs under 100 and only 2.3% are smart enough to earn a good degree, being smart is an extreme trait for blacks. Your kids would regress to a mean well below average for a white child.

You should probably just avoid black men
Blacks are more likely to commit every type of violent crime than whites: 4.0 times more likely for rape; 7.3 times, for gang rape; 7.6 times, for robbery; and 6.0 times, for murder. This is not accounted for by poverty or "police racism." Furthermore, black criminals target whites: they are more likely to attack whites than blacks.

The stories: horrific and sadly predictable
The stories below shouldn't be surprising, given the data on race and crime. Unfortunately, the mainstream media have ignored and censored these crimes for decades because the truth made black men look violent, racist and misogynistic.

Black man wipes out white exes, families
In July 2011, Rodrick Dantzler (black) of Grand Rapids massacred his estranged white wife, their daughter (12), and his in-laws; his white ex-girlfriend, her sister, and her niece (10). Then he shot another white ex, and killed himself. He really liked white girls — until they left him.

"No, no, stop, stop, don't hurt me!"
Above: in April 2011, neighbors heard Sarah Coit (23) screaming for her life for 20 minutes before police found her, nearly decapitated by the black man she'd just tried to break up with.

"I'm dying! He's stabbed me to death"
Above: in November 2008, model Amy Barnes (19), who liked to date black athletes, called for help as she bled to death slowly from nine stab wounds and a four-inch slash right across her face, all inflicted by her live-in black boyfriend.

Starts with brutal rape; gets much worse
Left: in March 2008, model Katie Piper (24) tried to end a two-week affair with Daniel Lynch after he'd held her captive for eight hours, raped her and smashed her head open. Not yet ready to let go, Lynch had another black man burn her face off with acid. She lost vision in one eye, too.